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ABSTRACT
The completion of eight seasons of excavations (1999-2006) of the German-Syrian Mission at Tell Mishrifeh as part
of the joint international effort to re-excavate and re-evaluate the Royal Palace of Qatna allows for a preliminary
synthesis of the achieved results. The German-Syrian Operation G of the Royal Palace has given us a number of inte-
resting new insights into the architecture, chronology, function and socio-political role of the Royal Palace. The chro-
nology of the palace in the Middle and the Late Bronze Age could be refined and a functional reconstruction for a
number of rooms and room-units within the palace could be proposed. The monumental architectural layout and the
vast size of the building became apparent through the new excavations. On this basis, it can be argued that there is
a strong relationship between the building techniques, the architectural symbolism and the ‘architectural ecology’ of
the Royal Palace. Important aspects of the new research focus on the water supply of the palace manifested in a
magnificently built palace well. The Royal Hypogeum below the palace and its well preserved inventories are not only
a surprising and totally unexpected discovery but also offer ample perspectives for the study of Late Bronze Age art
at Qatna on the one hand, as well as of the burial rituals practised in ancient Syria on the other. Furthermore, the
discovery is the starting point for broad interdisciplinary studies of the objects, materials, and deposits preserved in
the four subterranean burial chambers, involving many different disciplines of the Natural Sciences. Taken together,
the archaeological materials and the data from environmental studies in the palace and the Hypogeum offer the
opportunity to reconstruct a historical picture that demonstrates how politics and the natural environment were rela-
ted in the Royal Palace of Qatna. 
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1. The history of research of the Royal Palace of Qatna.
A short outline
The identification of ancient Qatna with Tell
Mishrifeh and the discovery and partial excavation of
the Royal Palace of Qatna was accomplished by the
Count Robert du Mesnil du Buisson who worked on
the site from 1924 to 19292 (Fig. 1). He exposed the
vast Temple de Nin-Egal (now Hall C), where he found
the well-known sphinx of Ita3 as well as the tablets with
the inventories of the treasure of Nin-Egal and of the
Gods of the King4. Du Mesnil du Buisson thought that
this architectural unit was a temple attached to but
functionally not part of the political character of the
palace. To the north of the Temple de Nin-Egal he
uncovered a room which he labeled Haut-Lieu (now
Room F) interpreting it as a holy place for the worship
of the godess Ashera and for a cult of betyles5. Tunnel
excavations further to the north, close to where the
palace terrace ended in the so-called Falaise, led him to
the discovery of a subterranean stone staircase just
below the modern village church6. For this reason, he
had the church removed from this point and built a
new church further south sponsored by his own
means. However, for an unknown reason he did not
continue to investigate the context of the mysterious
staircase and stopped excavating it further. This was
only to be done 71 years after he had left Mishrifeh,
where the excavations led to the discovery of Room U
and the palace well within (see below). At the edge of
the steep slope of the Falaise, du Mesnil du Buisson
discovered two interesting chamber-tombs, Tombeaux
I et II, which were obviously intergrated into the ter-
racing walls of the palace7.
For du Mesnil du Buisson the palace proper primar-
Fig. 1. The Royal Palace of Qatna: Published plan of du Mesnil du Buisson’s Excavations from 1924 to 1929 on the ‘Butte de l’Église’ (after du Mesnil
du Buisson 1935, pl. XVI).
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ily consisted of two huge halls which he exposed to
the east of the Temple de Nin-Egal: the Salle du
Grand Vase (now Hall B) and the Cour du Trône
(now Hall A)8. To the north of the Cour du Trône
highly unclear structures had been recorded by the
Count. This was just at the place where Corridor
AQ leading down to the Royal Tombs (see below)
was found during the new excavations. Further to
the north, where the Royal Tombs were discovered
in 2002, du Mesnil had not worked. This was prob-
ably due to the fact that the terrain was sloping and
that there were cultivated fields in this area9. East of
the Cour du Trône he uncovered the Salle de Suse
(now Room T) where he discovered painted Early
Bronze Age ceramics below the floor of the room10. 
As a result of du Mesnil du Buissons excavations the
location, the general architectural outline, and the
rough chronological position of the Royal Palace of
Qatna were known. However, many questions
remained unanswered: the border and the total sur-
face of the palace were unclear; the layout of walls
and foundations were only schematically indicated;
the functions of the different rooms and parts of the
building were often undetermined or not convinc-
ingly attributed. In addition, white, unexplored areas
were present, which was especially striking in the
northern part of the building – to the north of the
Haut-Lieu, and in the northeastern part – to the
north of the Cour du Trône. These areas in particular
attracted attention for possible further excavations.
After the establishment of the international Syrian-
Italian-German Mission at Tell Mishrifeh in 1999
excavations in the Royal Palace were resumed.
They were explicitly initiated with the aim of gain-
ing profound insight into the architecture, the
chronology, the function, and the socio-political
role of this building. The German team from the
University of Tübingen (directed by Peter Pfälzn-
er) focused on the western and northern parts of
the palace (Operation G)11 (Fig. 2), the Italian
team (directed by Daniele Morandi Bonacossi)
concentrated on the eastern part of the building
(Operation H)12, and the Syrian team (directed by
Michel al-Maqdissi) joined the new excavations in
the palace in 2003 exploring the southern half of
the so-called Cour du Trône (Operation R)13. 
From 1999 to 2006 eight excavation campaigns have
been carried out in the palace, accompanied by stud-
ies of materials from the palace and by restoration of
important architectural features of the building14.
The new excavations in the Royal Palace not only
added valuable information to the knowledge
retrieved from the older excavations but consider-
ably increased the significance of the building to
archaeology. This is due to new insights into tech-
niques, architectural characteristics and innovations,
the internal setting of rooms, the inventories, and,
last but not least, by the surprising discoveries of the
archive of King Idanda in Corridor AQ and the
Royal Tombs below the foundations of the palace.
2. Building techniques, architectural symbolism and
architectural ecology of the Royal Palace
The architecture of the Royal Palace of Qatna can be
regarded as outstanding with respect to the architec-
tural traditions of the second millennium BC in the
Near East. This judgement is based on two main
characteristics: Firstly, the spatial dimensions of
rooms, and secondly, the magnitude and solidity of
foundations. With regard to room sizes the most
remarkable example is Hall C with an interior
dimension of 36 by 36 m (Figs. 3 and 5). So far, this
is the largest known covered hall in Bronze Age
architecture of the whole Near East. Four columns
once supported the roof. They are positioned in reg-
ular intervals from each other and from the sur-
rounding walls. The wooden columns themselves
have vanished, but three of the originally four heavy
basalt column bases were still recorded by du Mesnil
du Buisson. They measure approximately 2.4 m in
diameter and have a height of nearly 60 cms15. Unfor-
tunately, they were removed and destroyed once the
former French excavations had ended, even though
the Count had undertaken restoration works in Hall
C (then labelled Temple de Nin-Egal) before he left.
However, this regrettable loss opened the way for a
careful investigation of the foundations of these
columns (Fig. 4). They proved to be extremely bulky
structures. We found a round, carefully excavated pit
with a diameter of 3.5 m and a depth of 5 m below
each place of a column base. The inside of these pits
8 Id. 1935: 79-97.
9 Compare id. 1928, pl. II and pl. X.4 (background).
10 Id. 1935: 92, pl. XXV.2.
11 NOVÁK - PFÄLZNER 2000; id. 2001; id. 2002; id. 2003; id.
2005; AL-MAQDISSI - DOHMANN-PFÄLZNER - PFÄLZNER - SULEI-
MAN 2003; DOHMANN-PFÄLZNER - PFÄLZNER 2006.
12 BARRO 2002; id. 2003; id. 2004; AL-MAQDISSI - MORANDI
BONACOSSI 2005: 22-25.
13 AL-MAQDISSI 2003b.
14 Restoration work in Operation G, in the Royal Palace is
sponsored by the German Foreign Ministery Cultural Aid
Programme in addition to private sponsors. 
15 See DU MESNIL DU BUISSON 1935: pl. XVII.3. 
was lined by a wall of large stones from bottom to the
top. The interior of this circle of stones was then
filled up with pure river pebbles which were careful-
ly compacted at different levels. Several radial slop-
ing passages were found around each pit, they facili-
tated transporting the earth out and bringing stones
and pebbles in. The passages were refilled with earth
at the end of the construction period. The basalt col-
umn bases were set up on this solid ground. This
kind of foundation technique for columns is unpar-
alleled in the Ancient Near East so far.
Wide monumental doorways to the north and east,
and probably also to the south and west connect-
ed Hall C to other parts of the building. The most
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representative one was the eastern doorway, called
Porte Royale by du Mesnil du Buisson. Its entrance
was 6.0 m wide and the door was inserted into a
broad niche 17.6 m in width. The niche existed on
both sides of the Porte Royale, towards Hall C and
Hall B. The western niche was additionally empha-
sized by a row of seven rectangular wooden posts,
closing off the niche like a porticus (Fig. 6). How,
and if, this colonnade was roofed is not clear. In
comparison to the extraordinarily monumental
arrangement of the Porte Royale at Qatna other rep-
resentative internal passages in Near Eastern
Palaces of the Bronze Age are rather modest. Even
the monumental gateway from Courtyard 106 to the
Fig. 2. The Royal Palace of Qatna: Plan of the structures excavated from 1999-2005 in Operation G by the German-Syrian team.
be seen in the political realm. The rulers of Qatna
wanted to symbolically demonstrate and visually
communicate their political power by an outstand-
ing monumentality in palace architecture. This fits
to the historical situation where the kingdom of
Qatna controlled large parts of central, western and
southern Syria in the Middle Bronze Age and when
it was, besides Aleppo/Yamkhad, the most powerful
state in Syria19. As could be independently ascer-
tained by our chronological studies (see below) the
time of construction of the palace and the time of
the political apogee of Qatna coincide. 
The prestigious palace at Mari was well known
among Syrian royalties in the Middle Bronze Age20
and this made it especially desirable for the rulers
of Qatna to outrival that building by pure dimen-
sions. This building concept inevitably resulted in
a high demand of building materials. Sun dried
mud bricks, stones and wood were the most abun-
dantly utilized materials. Stones were mainly
restricted to parts of the foundation walls where
big un-worked lime-stones and very few basalt-
stones formed a bed for the mud brick foundation
walls. Huge stone boulders were also used to erect
the southern und eastern wall of the ante-chamber
of the Royal Tombs. These lime-stones seem to
have been quarried nearby on the calcareous
ridges between the local wadis. Sun dried mud
bricks were used in innumerable quantities. Both
subterranean foundation walls and above-ground
room walls were generally constructed of this
material. It is an ecologically inoffensive and eco-
nomically principally cheap material, which only
needs a vast open area for cutting and drying the
bricks in the sun. In the first instance, however, it
needs an enormous labour force to produce and
transport millions of bricks. In addition, huge
quantities of straw and a constant supply of water
are necessary. The third major building compo-
nent is wood which is the most valuable of the
utilised materials. As has been determined by Otto
Cichocki from the Dendrolab of the Vienna Insti-
tute for Archaeological Science on the basis of
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16 PARROT 1958: 104.
17 See NOVÁK - PFÄLZNER 2000: 262-264.
18 PARROT 1958: 111.
19 See KLENGEL 2000: 243 ff.
20 Compare, for example, a letter to Zimrilim, found at Mari,
saying that a ‘man’ (most probably the King) of Ugarit had
the desire to see the famous Palace of Mari; see KLENGEL
1992: 78.
Fig. 3. Hall C: General view of the hall from north-east, with well pre-
served lime mortar floor, as well as foundations of Room L (in fore-
ground). 
Fig. 4. Hall C: Foundation pit of the north-eastern column. 
Throne Room 64 in the famous Palace of Mari is
‘only’ 3.1 m wide16. The comparison to the palace of
Mari, which is so similar in layout to the palace of
Qatna regarding the three-hall central representa-
tive unit17, yields astonishing further insights. The
huge Hall 65 at Mari, analogous in position to Hall
A at Qatna, measures 11.7 x 26.3 m18, i.e. 308 m2,
which is modest when compared to its counterpart
at Qatna, Hall A (the so-called Cour du Trône) mea-
suring 20 x 41 m, i.e. 820 m2. The motivation behind
this architectural desire for gigantism at Qatna is to
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numerous samples from Operation G cedar was
used as the nearly exclusive construction timber in
the palace of Qatna. Cedar wood must have been
brought to Qatna from the nearby Lebanon
Mountains (distance approx. 80 kms) or the Syri-
an coastal mountains (an-Nusariyeh Range) (dis-
tance approx. 60 kms). These regions were defi-
nitely under control of the Qatna Kingdom, not
only in the Middle Bronze Age but still in the Late
Bronze Age, as is demonstrated by a 14th century
BC legal document from the ‘Archive of Idanda’
mentioning King Adad-Nirari of Qatna as being in
command of chariot-archers in the city of Tukad/t
Fig. 5. Hall C: The foundations of the hall and the surrounding rooms on the basis of the excavations 1999-2005; foundations of the original plan-
ning phase (Phase 9b) are in grey and the modified foundation layout (Phase 9a) is in white.
Fig. 6. Hall C: Schematic plan of the Porte Royale connecting Halls C
and B as reconstructed by Jochen Schmid on the basis of the excava-
tions by du Mesnil du Buisson 1924-1929 and the new excavations
1999-2005. 
in the Lebanon Mountains21. Cedar wood was 
– most probably – used for the columns of Hall C
and other rooms (Rooms X and O) and for the
ceilings of most of the more than 80 palace rooms
which caused quite a substantial demand of tim-
ber. The transport of cedar wood down from the
mountains to Qatna on animals or animal-drawn
chariots was a labour intensive effort. 
In conclusion, the ‘architectural ecology’ – meaning
the interconnection of architecture and ecology – of
the palace construction was nearly exclusively based
upon local or regional resources with extremely
labour-intensive manufacture or procuration.
The foundation system of the Royal Palace was
another contribution to ecology. Foundation
trenches were dug through all levels of previous
occupations at the site in the Early Bronze Age III
and IV and the Middle Bronze Age I periods. This
was done in order to base the palace directly on
natural bedrock. While cultural reasons for this
principle might not be excluded, it can be
assumed that the crucial factor for this architec-
tural decision was the fact that the building was
located close to the edge of a steep natural cliff
which falls sharply for more than 10 m to the
Lower City. The depth of foundation trenches
varies between 4 and 6 m depending on the level
of the bedrock below the projected floor level of
the palace22. A bed of stones served to protect the
mud brick foundation walls from humidity con-
tained in the soft, porous, calcareous bedrock (Fig.
7). The stone layer was covered by a thin layer of
mud mortar and on this surface the foundations
walls of mud bricks were erected. They were
brought up to the level of the palace floors, where
the barely thinner rising walls of the rooms were
immediately superimposed on the foundation
without any dividing layer. For this reason, the
plan of foundation walls (Fig. 2) – which is the
only structural part of the palace that survived
through the times due to erosion, excavation and
occupation – almost perfectly matches the outline
of the former rising palace walls. The foundations
were further protected against humidity by stone
alignments along both faces of the foundation
walls. They occur in different thicknesses. The
broadest type, referred to by du Mesnil du Buisson
as Couloirs23, is 0.8 to 1 m wide. This type has an
additional mud brick wall on the other side of the
stones, so that the stones could be filled in
between the foundation wall proper and the
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22 See NOVÁK 2006.
23 DU MESNIL DU BUISSON 1926: 314-315, figs. 27-30, pl. LIX.1.
Du Mesnil (ibid.) did not present a proposal for a possible
function of the couloirs. 
Fig. 7. The Royal Palace of
Qatna: Schematic idealised
section of a subterranean
foundation wall of the palace
with a ‘couloir-type’ stone ali-
gnment. 
enclosing wall (Figs. 8 and 9). This technique pre-
vented the lateral spread of soil humidity and thus
protected the sides of the foundation walls from
weakening through direct contact with wet soil24.
This humidity protection system and the consequent
bed-rock basing of the palace’s substructures are
another distinctive and innovative feature of the
Royal Palace of Qatna unparalleled in other Ancient
Near Eastern palaces. These characteristics give the
building an outstanding significance in the history of
Ancient Oriental architecture.
3. The chronology of the Royal Palace
Du Mesnil du Buisson had argued that the first
phase of the building which he designated as palais
primitif in connection with the Temple de Nin-Egal
and the Haut-Lieu goes back to the end of the
third or the beginning of the second millennium
BC25. A second phase in which the palace was
enlarged and the Temple de Nin-Egal was
rearranged was dated by him to the mid-second
millennium, at the turn of the Middle to the Late
Bronze Age. The destruction of the palace was
attributed by du Mesnil du Buisson to the Hittite
king Shuppiluliuma I which was, according to
general opinion in those days, placed towards
1380/1385. One of the main chronological results
of the renewed excavations in the Royal Palace is
that a distinction of two principal building phases
of the palace is not valid. The second major out-
come of the new research in chronological terms is
that a destruction of the palace during the time of
Shuppiluliuma I could be confirmed26. 
The intensive study of the foundations of the
building clearly demonstrates that the palace was
in its largest parts constructed at one point of time
with an overall architectural concept (Fig. 10).
Unlike the palaces of Mari27 or Ugarit28 which
show a gradual extension and agglutination in sev-
eral stages, the palace of Qatna is the product of
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24 A possible further effect of the stone aligments for draining
water from the rooms towards a subterranean bed of sto-
nes, as proposed by NOVÁK (2006), is regarded as highly
improbable by the present author.
25 DU MESNIL DU BUISSON 1935: 39.
26 NOVÁK - PFÄLZNER 2003; NOVÁK 2004.
27 PARROT 1958: 6; MARGUERON 1982: 370-380.
28 SCHAEFFER 1962: 9-15. For a more recent critical evaluation
of the building history see MARGUERON 2004: 145.
Fig. 8. Room Q: The southern subterranean foundation wall (left) of the
room with a ‘couloir-type’ stone alignment (back) and a retaining wall
(right).
Fig. 9. Room O: The northern mud brick foundation wall resting on a bed
of large stones laid out on the natural bedrock, as well as a ‘couloir-type’
stone alignment of the western foundation wall of the room in section.
consistent planning and contiguous execution.
This construction phase is labelled Phase G 929.
The only clearly later addition with regards to the
layout of rooms and the total built area is the
southeastern annex, investigated by the Italian-
Syrian team in Operation H30. This is dated to the
Late Bronze Age (phase G/H 7).
The question of the date of the main construction
phase (Phase G 9) was more difficult to answer due
to the long use and continuity of the building.
Therefore, the German team dedicated much effort
to retrieving chronological indicators for the con-
struction period. As a result of these studies, a con-
struction date in the Middle Bronze II A period,
most probably in the time of the Mari archives (eigh-
teenth/seventeenth century BC)31 can safely be
attested. This conclusion is based on several inde-
pendent arguments:
I. The intensive study and quantitative analysis of
all ceramic assemblages retrieved from original
fills of foundation trenches all over the building in
Operation G always shows a mixture of Early
Bronze and Middle Bronze Age materials. This is
due to the fact that invasive digging work was car-
ried out during the construction of the palace
bringing up older material and mixing it with
(then) contemporary material. Principally, it can
be argued that the typologically youngest pottery
in each assemblage is in date very close to the time
of construction. This is based on the theoretical
assumption that, inevitably, contemporary pottery
fragments will always be a result of any human activ-
ity, as pottery was utilized (and broken) in nearly all
aspects of human life during these periods. It could
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29 G stands for Operation G; level G 9 is contemporary with
level H 9 in the Italian-Syrian Operation H (see BARRO
2002: 112), because the sequences of the two areas have
been correlated (cf. NOVÁK - PFÄLZNER 2002b: 77, fig. 67).
30 BARRO 2003: 87; AL-MAQDISSI - MORANDI BONACOSSI 2005: 46-
47.
31 The duration of the Mari archives can be roughly dated to
the time of 1750-1700 if the Lower Chronology is applied
(or 1810-1760, if the Middle Chronology is used). 
Fig. 10. Royal Palace
of Qatna: Chronology
of the construction
and use of the palace
as defined in Opera-
tion G.
be observed that in all pottery assemblages from the
foundation trenches there are generally few Early
Bronze III sherds, but many Early Bronze IV, Mid-
dle Bronze I and Middle Bronze II sherds. In some
of the pottery lots MB I sherds together with MB II
sherds are dominant, while in others there is a pre-
ponderance of Early Bronze IV combined with Mid-
dle Bronze II material. But not one Late Bronze Age
pottery specimen has been found in the innumerable
foundation trenches excavated in the wide-stretched
area of Operation G in the palace. Therefore, a con-
struction of the palace during the Late Bronze Age
can virtually be excluded (except for minor repair
works)32. The construction of the palace has to be
dated to the Middle Bronze II period.
II. The foundation trenches of the palace cut
through older occupation levels. These are nearly
always settlement levels of the Early Bronze IV
period, superimposing Early Bronze III accumula-
tions. At some restricted places the Early Bronze
IV levels are themselves superimposed by Middle
Bronze Age I accumulations, either as single
walls33, as graves34 or as storage pits35. No Middle
Bronze Age II depositions could be observed that
had been cut by the construction activities of the
palace builders or were covered by palace struc-
tures. This proves that building activities for the
palace must have began rather early in the Middle
Bronze Age II period, before any other substantial
building work was carried out on the same place
during this period.
III. Occupational depositions on palace floors from
its early period of use are non existent. This is due
to the continual reuse of the building over a long
period of time up to the second half of the four-
teenth century BC An occupation floor of the Mid-
dle Bronze II period could be identified at only one
place. It is an outside floor abutting the western face
of the western outer wall of the palace (Area BW)36.
In the deposit on this floor pottery, terracotta fig-
urines and seal impressions were recovered which
in their totality date to the Middle Bronze II period
or older. The pottery repertoire includes significant
Middle Bronze II types and some earlier sherds
(Fig. 11)37. This proves that the Royal Palace must
have already existed and been in use during this
time in the Middle Bronze Age II period when this
floor was used.
IV. The typological similarities of the plan of the
Royal Palace of Qatna and the Palace of Zimrilim
at Mari (Fig. 12) are so striking that a close tem-
poral relation must have existed. This resemblance
is based on the arrangement and relational dimen-
sions of the central representative unit. The tripar-
tite central unit consists of three successive spa-
cious areas – Halls C, B, and A at Qatna, and
Court 106, Hall 64, and Hall 65 at Mari. The first,
square unit – at Qatna a covered hall (C), at Mari
an open courtyard (106) – is connected to a broad
rectangular hall (B at Qatna, 64 at Mari) through a
wide representational gateway located in the mid-
dle axis of both rooms. Behind the second hall is
another, even larger broad rectangular hall (A at
Qatna, 65 at Mari), which is, however, not accessi-
ble through a door in the same axis, but through
two doors at the upper and lower end of the long
dividing wall between the two rooms. The analogy
between the two buildings even goes so far as to
concern the interior arrangement of the third hall.
It is equipped at both places in a virtually identical
way with two square narrow platforms arranged in
the middle axis of the long side of the room. Such
close parallels are not explainable except by
assuming that the one building served as a model
for the second building. But which of the two is
the older building? As the Qatna palace out-
matches nearly all dimensions of the central repre-
sentative unit at Mari it can be argued that it was
built later than Mari. It becomes obvious that one
did not just want to duplicate but to surpass the
Mari central unit by room dimensions as a result of
a status-oriented goal of the building programme
at Qatna. This principle was only effective if one
accepts the temporal posteriority of Qatna. As the
Mari palace, on the other hand, was destroyed by
Hammurabi in 1695 according to the Lower
Chronology (or in 1759, according to the Middle
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32 See a differing opinion by AL-MAQDISSI (2003b) proposing a
date in the Late Bronze Age. Morandi Bonacossi (in: AL-
MAQDISSI - MORANDI BONACOSSI 2005: 23, 45; MORANDI BONA-
COSSI - EIDEM 2006: 43, 53; MORANDI BONACOSSI 2007; BARRO
2003: 92) suggests a date for the palace construction at the
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33 Below Room M and Room BL (Operation G); see NOVÁK -
PFÄLZNER 2005, 62-63, fig. 4. 
34 Below Room O (Operation G) and in the area of Operation
H (see AL-MAQDISSI - MORANDI BONACOSSI 2005: 22).
35 Below Hall C (Operation G).
36 NOVÁK - PFÄLZNER 2005: 72-74, figs. 13-14.
37 PAOLETTI 2005: 79-89, figs. 1-5.
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Fig. 11. Area BW: Middle Bronze Age pottery deposited on a Phase G 8 occupation floor at the western side of the palace south of the ramp.
Chronology)38 the visual contemplation of its archi-
tecture was not possible anymore thereafter, which
is a terminus ante quem for the Royal Palace of
Qatna. For this reason, the planning and construc-
tion start for the Qatna Palace should be dated to
before 1695. Thus, the building process has to be
attributed to the Middle Bronze II A period. 
V. As has been argued above the construction of
the Royal Palace of Qatna was an extremely labour
intensive effort which needed a determined mobil-
isation of resources and human labour. Such
mobilisation requires a strong and powerful cen-
tral authority. The most plausible period for the
existence of such determined and effective
authority is the time of the powerful rulers
Ishkhi-Addu (ca. 1750-1730)39 and Amut-pi´el of
Qatna (ca. 1720-1700)40, contemporaries of
Shamshi-Addu of Assur and Yasmah-Addu, and
later on Zimrilim of Mari and Hammurabi. In
this time Qatna reached its greatest power as a
super-regional force in Syria, a rival of Alep-
po/Yamkhad and playing an international role on
the same level as Mari and Assur41. This is exactly
the period when such an immense building project
could be initiated and shouldered. In addition, the
clear intention to out-rule Mari symbolically, so
visible in the Qatna Palace, hint at a point of time
when Qatna was in direct contact (and competi-
tion) with Mari, which is the Shamshi-Addu peri-
od. These considerations narrow the construction
period for the Royal Palace of Qatna down to the
time of Ishkhi-Addu and Amut-pi´el and their
immediate successors (eighteenth-seventeenth
century BC).
Having established a date for the planning and
execution of the ambitious building project princi-
pally in the Middle Bronze II A period, further
stratigraphical analysis throws light on the dura-
tion and operational sequence of construction.
The construction phase G 9 can be subdivided
into two clearly distinguishable successive stages.
The first phase, G 9b, is characterized by the cre-
ation of the general layout of most of the founda-
tions including the northern boundary wall. In a
second stage (Phase G 9a) modifications of the
foundations were made, which are most articulat-
ed in the abandonment of some of the already
erected foundation walls: in Hall C, in Rooms BM
and BH, and with regard to parts of the northern
boundary wall. New foundation walls with different
room dimensions replace these abandoned founda-
tions (Fig. 13). The western limit of the palace is
removed further to the west by the addition of a
new line of foundations. Hall C is transferred at this
stage from a projected rectangular courtyard into a
square, roofed hall with internal columns. The cor-
ridor leading to the Royal Tombs is inserted in
Phase G 9a and the Royal Tombs are added to the
40
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39 Rough estimation for the reign of Ishkhi-Addu referig to
his contemporaries Shamshi-Addu and Yasmakh-Addu
(compare CHARPIN - ZIEGLER 2003) on the basis of the (more
probable) Lower Chronology; if the Middle Chronologie
would be applied, the approximate dates for Ishkhi-Addu
would be 1810-1790. 
40 Rough estimation for the reign of Amut-pi´el refering to his
contemporaries Zimrilim and Hammurabi (compare CHAR-
PIN - ZIEGLER 2003) including the rest of the reign of Sham-
shi-Addu on the basis of the (more probable) Lower Chro-
nology; if the Middle Chronologie would be applied, the
approximate dates for Amut-pi´el would be 1780-1760.
41 KLENGEL 2000: 241-247; CHARPIN - ZIEGLER 2003: 86 ff. 
Fig. 12. The Royal Palace of Mari: Plan of the central representative
unit with Courtyard 106 and Rooms 64 and 65 (after Margueron 1982). 
plan. The large room or courtyard BM is erected
replacing a line of projected smaller rooms. 
The modifications were already carried out at a
point when the foundations had not yet been fin-
ished (Fig. 14). There was, furthermore, no pause
in the construction process before and during the
execution of the modifications of foundations.
This is visible in the way the foundations were
left unfinished in the middle of their construc-
tion process with bricks that had been laid fresh-
ly – and that were not yet fixed in the wall by
completely dried mortar – being removed for
reuse in the new foundation walls. Additionally,
the unfinished foundations show no traces of ero-
sion indicating that the new foundations were
quickly built on the older ones and the founda-
tions trenches were immediately backfilled there-
after42. Thus, both constructions stages G 9b and
9a are close to each other in time within the Mid-
dle Bronze II A period. 
How long this building process lasted in total is
difficult to estimate. One can easily imagine that
this could have taken 50 to 100 years taking the
immense dimensions of the building and the huge
quantities of building materials into account. This
assumption is supported by the discovery of a
small cooking installation within the foundations
of Room AT indicating that the workmen proba-
bly lived in the building under construction for a
while. 
Phase G 8 is the first phase of actual use of the fin-
ished building. It spans the time from the
advanced Middle Bronze II A (ca. 1750-1700) to
the MB II B period (ca. 1700-1550 B.C). Except
for the deposition on the outside floor in Area BW,
mentioned above, no accumulation of materials
from this period has been preserved due to an
uninterrupted use of floors in subsequent periods
connected with intensive cleaning. It can be
assumed, however, that the very carefully installed
and extremely hard and stable lime plaster floors
that are partially preserved until today are part of
the original outfit of the finished palace and there-
fore date to this phase G 8. Minor reparation activ-
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Fig. 14. Unfinished foundation wall of Phase G 9b below Hall C. 
Fig. 13. Unfinished foundation walls of
Phase G 9b below Courtyard BM sur-
rounded by the Phase G 9a foundations
of BM.
ities can be attributed to this time. Most remark-
able among this is a renovation trench along the
eastern wall of Hall C. It was dug in order to
remove the existing standard stone alignment
along this foundation wall in order to replace it
with mud brick postholes for the seven wooden
posts in front of the Porte Royale (see above)43.
This renovation trench was reopened a second
time for another purpose, probably for removing
the posts again (Fig. 10). The fill of this trench
contains Middle Bronze Age II pottery and frag-
ments of a door sealing with the impression of the
seal of Ishkhi-Addu44. The fragmented door seal-
ing, of which 16 pieces were found at this place,
seems to have been freshly broken at the time
when the renovation work was carried out. This
points to the possibility that the trench was dug and
refilled in the time of Ishkhi-Addu (Middle Bronze
II A), but it is also possible that the seal was still in
use under his successors, so that this incident could
have happened later, but no later than the Middle
Bronze II B period, because the door sealing frag-
ments were exclusively associated with Middle
Bronze II (and earlier) pottery sherds in the fill of
the renovation trench45. For this reason, the two dis-
cernable stages of the renovation trench define the
two sub-phases 8b and 8a of Phase G 8, while the
original installation of the palace floor (which was
cut by the two renovation trenches and twice
repaired) is attributed to an initial sub-phase 8c.
Phase G 7 reflects the Late Bronze Age use of the
palace. The division into 3 sub-phases has to be
tentative. The oldest one, Phase G 7c, is prelimi-
narily defined on the basis of only very restricted
ceramic evidence coming from a secondary terrac-
ing wall north of the northern boundary wall of
the palace. This phase is dated to the Late Bronze
I period, for which the term ‘Middle-Syrian I A’ is
to be introduced here46.
Phase G 7b provides the most abundant material
from the Royal Palace of Qatna, recovered in near-
ly all undisturbed contexts of the building: in the
palace well, the corridor of the tomb complex, and
in the Royal Tombs, in Room G (Salle des Jarres),
in the cellar-room Room DK (see below), and in
many contexts already excavated by du Mesnil du
Buisson, especially in the Temple de Nin-Egal (Hall
C). It represents the palace-inventory which was
demolished and left behind by the invaders at the
time of the palace’s destruction. Well preserved
pottery is associated with ashes, burnt wood and
mud brick collapse indicating the violent demoli-
tion of the palace. This event can be attributed to
the time of the Hittite ruler Shuppiluliuma I. Du
Mesnil du Buisson47 had already tentatively estab-
lished this chronological correlation in 1935 but
this opinion had to be regarded with scepticism
due to the lack of direct archaeological evidence.
Now, after the discovery in 2002 of the cuneiform
tablets of the chancellery of King Idanda (or Idad-
da) within the destruction debris of Corridor AK
this assumption could finally be proven. The texts
clearly refer to the wars of King Shuppililiuma I in
Syria and were obviously sent to Qatna shortly
before the destruction of the palace48. They were
kept together with other contemporary documents
in what must have been the royal chancellery for
ongoing, ‘daily’ correspondence and procedures
of the time – as Richter49 convincingly argues.
They thus constitute a perfect and precise dating
device for the destruction debris in which they are
embedded. Having thus assigned the date of
destruction to the time of Shuppiluliuma I (ca.
1355-1320)50, henceforth there can be a discussion
on whether Shuppiluliuma himself – as Pfälzner
argues51 – or enemies of the Hittites – as Richter is
convinced52 – were responsible for the fatal attack
on the Royal Palace of Qatna. It has to be pointed
out that this does not mean that the whole city was
destroyed in this event, because until now no com-
parable destruction debris was found in other con-
temporary buildings on Tell Mishrifeh53. However,
the political importance of Late Bronze Age Qatna
must have come to an end with this destruction of
the governmental seat of the Qatna kingdom.
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44 This seal was first identified by MORANDI BONACOSSI - EIDEM
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2006: fig. 10.
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press) in the second volume of «Céramique de l´âge du
bronze en Syrie».
47 DU MESNIL DU BUISSON 1935: 33-34.
48 See argumentation by RICHTER 2002: 612; id. 2003: 178-180. 
49 RICHTER 2003: 168-171.
50 Dates following STARKE 2002: 314.
51 Pfälzner, «Qatna, The Hittites and Egypt: a new controver-
sy», lecture presented at London on 14 July 2005.
52 RICHTER 2002: 612 ff. 
53 See, for example, the large monumental Late Bronze Age
building in Operation C (AL-MAQDISSI 2003a: 235-236).
Few traces are available in the palace of a post-
destruction-reuse of the building during the Late
Bronze Age. This phase, provisionally labelled
phase G 7a, is characterized by pottery which seems
to date to the period Middle-Syrian II (1340-1200
BC), or even Middle-Syrian III (1200-1120 BC).
This periods correspond to the Late Bronze Age II
A (1340-1270 B.C), the Late Bronze Age II B (1270-
1200 BC) and the Iron Age I A (1200-1120 BC)
(Fig. 15). More material from these deposits has still
to be retrieved before deeper insights into this latest
use of the palace can be attained. 
The area of the palace is transformed into a sector
of houses, domestic installations, storage pits, and
handicraft installations in Iron Age II (900-700
BC) (Phases G 6-5)54. These structures cut – with
very few exceptions – into the walls, floors and
foundations of the ruined Bronze Age palace. This
clearly indicates that both architecture and func-
tion of this area had radically changed. 
4. The functional reconstruction of the Royal Palace
The basic problem for the functional reconstruc-
tion of the Royal Palace of Qatna is the fact that
only foundations and floors survived, while rising
walls, doors, installations, and inventories have
largely been lost. Exceptions can be found in
inventories preserved in subterranean rooms such
as Corridor AQ, the Palace Well (Room U), and
the Royal Tombs, in addition to contexts that had
been recorded by du Mesnil du Buisson. Further-
more, most of the rising walls and doors that had
still been observed by the Count in the 1920s were
destroyed after 1929, when the remaining struc-
tures of the palace were torn down by the inhabi-
tants of the modern village in order to construct
new houses on the abandoned excavation field.
Based on the plan of the foundations (Fig. 2) and
using additional information from the document-
ed features of the old excavations, combined with
a thorough study and re-analysis during and after
the new excavations, a reconstructed floor plan of
the Royal Palace of Qatna can be compiled (Fig.
16). It combines the foundations and features
exposed in the German-Syrian Operation G (areas
to the west and north-west of Hall A), the Italian-
Syrian Operation H (northern part of Hall A and
area to the east, south-east and north-east), and the
Syrian Operation R (southern half of Hall A).
The main entrance to the palace was most proba-
bly from the west. Here, a platform-like accumula-
tion of hard compacted mud (pisé) with surfaces
sloping slightly to the west might have served as an
access ramp from the lower ground west of the
palace. This ramp is inserted between two very
thick walls forming the western border of the
palace. These walls were set against a much thin-
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54 Well attested in Operations G (NOVÁK - PFÄLZNER 2002b:
92-93) and H (BARRO 2002: 119-122; id. 2003: 92-94), as
well as in du Mesnil’s excavations (DU MESNIL DU BUISSON
1935: 123-132).
Fig. 15. A new proposal for a terminology of the chronology of Late Bronze Age Western Syria, with a comparative correlation of the Middle-Syrian
phases of the Royal Palace of Qatna.
ner but obviously continuous, long wall that con-
stitutes the western border of the westernmost row
of rooms of the palace. The possible entrance, not
directly traceable due to the fact that only founda-
tions of walls survived, would have reached the
palace through the small Room BH. Its orienta-
tion, which is perpendicular to the assumed
entrance, and its minor size, however, still remain
to be explained. There must have been a way lead-
ing from Room BH to Room AS, which is situated
in front of Hall C, but the passages between the
rooms are unclear. Room AS has its middle axis in
line with that of the Hall C and must have, there-
fore, served as an ante-room to Hall C. A wide
doorway – similar to the one leading from the
north into Court 106 in the Mari palace – can be
reconstructed between Room AS and Hall C
because the foundation wall between the two
rooms is broadened. This entrance would lie on
exactly the same axis as the Porte Royale on the
opposite side of Hall C and would have allowed a
large number of people to enter into the hall. 
Hall C, with its four columns in the center (see
above), is interpreted as the main audience and
assembly hall of the palace. This is based on the fact
that it is the largest room of the building and that a
great effort has been undertaken in order to close it
from the open air (Phase G 9a; see above). The room,
although being square in shape, is dominantly ori-
ented along the east-western axis which is defined by
the (assumed) entrance door from Room AS, the axis
between two pairs of columns, the basalt basin in the
centre of the hall, and the Porte Royale on the east
side of the hall giving access into Hall B.
The mentioned basalt basin, 1.75 m in diameter
and 45 cm deep, was interpreted by du Mesnil du
Buisson as a Lac sacré for holy water55. A use for
water or other liquids, however, can be excluded
due to the lack of an outlet of this immobile instal-
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Fig. 16. The Royal Palace of Qatna: reconstructed floor plan (version of march 2007) based on the results of excavations in Operation G (after P.
Pfälzner, M. Novák, J. Schmid), Operation H (after D. Morandi Bonacossi, A. Savioli) and Operation R (after M. al-Maqdissi), as well as on the plan
by du Mesnil du Buisson (1935, Pl. XVI). 
a palace sanctuary for the goddess Belet-Ekallim59.
A rectangular area in front of Room P which fills
out the northeastern corner of Hall C was
enclosed, on the two sides facing the interior of the
hall, by a narrow gap in the floor where, most
probably, there used to be a wooden threshold
(Fig. 18). This delineation by a flat threshold visu-
ally and symbolically separated the area in front of
Room P, the probable sanctuary of Belet-Ekallim,
from the rest of Hall C. It thus might have formed
a kind of demarcation line between the political
space of Hall C and the sacred realm of the palace
chapel. Within the chapel (Room P) precious
objects and the inventory texts of the Belet-
Ekallim sanctuary must have been kept which du
Mesnil du Buisson found scattered on the floor
within the enclosure in front of Room P60. 
Just beside the holy enclosure a wide doorway
leads into Room E (du Mesnil’s Salle de l’Anneau).
This room seems to have served as a distribution
point for the circulation in the northern part of the
palace. From here, access was gained through
Room D to Room F, the famous Haut-Lieu of du
Mesnil du Buisson61. Based on his discovery of
internal enclosures, wood remains and what he
thought to be altars and an ablution basin he inter-
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58 PREZIOSI - HITCHCOCK 1999: 156.
59 NOVÁK - PFÄLZNER 2002a: 216, footnote 20. 
60 DU MESNIL DU BUISSON 1928: 9 ff., pl. VII. 
61 DU MESNIL DU BUISSON 1935: 97-111.
lation. In contrast, it can more convincingly be
reconstructed as having been used as a coal bassin
of a huge rectangular fire place between the four
central columns of the hall (Fig. 17). The fire place
consists of a lime mortar plastered platform 11 by
10 m in size and elevated only some 10 cm above
the surrounding floor of Hall C. The platform is
slightly sloping towards the basalt basin perfectly
inserted at its centre with its rim not sticking up
into the surface of the platform. The coal could
thus have been collected and contained in this cen-
tral part of the installation. It is a gigantic version
of a common hearth type known in Syria since the
Early Bronze Age consisting of a flat extended
platform with a depression in its centre arranged
in the middle of a room56. This arrangement of a
four columned hall with a monumental hearth in
the middle is strongly reminiscent of the interior
arrangement of Mycenaean megarons in the
Aegean, like in the palaces of Tiryns or, most
notably, of Pylos with its monumental round
hearth surrounded by four columns57. The pre-
served examples in the west date to the Late
Bronze Age, as in the case of Pylos which is attrib-
uted to the late Helladic III A period (around
1300 BC)58. As the example from Qatna shows,
this type of interior arrangement is much older in
the Near East. Here, the four-column arrangement
can clearly be dated to the Middle Bronze Age II
period (building phase G 9a) proving that this
type originated in the East and was developed for
representative palace architecture.
In the northeastern corner of Hall C a small door
leads into the tiny Room P (the Saint des Saints of
du Mesnil du Buisson) which can be identified as
Fig. 17. Hall C: Basalt basin in the center of the hall which was presu-
mably used as a coal basin within a rectangular fire place. 
Fig. 18. Hall C: The enclosed area in the north-eastern corner of the hall
in front of Room P, which is identified as a sanctuary for Belet-ekallim. 
preted this room as a sanctuary for Ashera and for
a cult of betyls. In contrast to du Mesnil’s ideas the
re-excavation and re-study of Room F led to the
conclusion that it probably served as a bath-
room62. The ‘betyls’ turned out to consist of baked
bricks and probably functioned as bases for a
bench or even a toilet. What he assumed to be the
‘hole of the tree of Ashera’ can be explained as a
drainage pit for waste water, and the so-called
‘ablution basin’ might have functioned as a bath
tub (Fig. 19). The direct proximity of Room F to
the palace well (Room U) supports this functional
reconstruction, as it would have assured a direct
and easy supply of fresh water for the bathroom.
The well house (Room U) was accessible through
the elongated Corridor K. which could have
housed either a wooden staircase or a mud ramp.
This is indicated by the remains of the threshold of
a door found at the northern end of Room K at a
level much deeper than the surrounding rooms,
forming a subterranean entrance into the well
house. From here, a connection – perhaps in the
form of a destroyed wooden gallery – must have
existed to reach the southeastern corner of the
well house, where the stone staircase began that
was leading down into the shaft of the well (see
below).
The well house was thus firmly incorporated into
the functional and architectural structure of the
palace and must have been the only water supply
for the whole building. Room AW probably direct-
ly connected the well house through Corridor K
with Hall C, thus ensuring direct water supply
ways for the activities in this hall. To the west of
this area, beyond a vast, so far unexplainable plat-
form of mud bricks, several smaller rooms (DK,
DF, DE, DD, DC) are located which have subter-
ranean floors but no direct accessibility through a
door or staircase. They were filled with Phase G
7b (Late Bronze Age II A) destruction debris indi-
cating that they had been in use as subterranean
rooms until the last phase of the palace. They were
probably accessible by removable ladders and can
be interpreted as cellar-like store rooms. The
debris in these rooms, which definitely had fallen
down from the ground floor of the palace, con-
tained masses of flat bowls and large quantities of
animal bones. This hints at the possibility, that the
northwestern quarter of the palace was a kitchen
area.
From Room E north of Hall C not only the north-
western sector of the palace was accessible but also
a network of functionally diverse rooms to the
north and the north-east. Room G (the so-called
Salle des Jarres of du Mesnil du Buisson) still con-
tained abundant remains of large-sized storage
vessels when it was archaeologically excavated for
a second time in 2000 after their first exposure by
the French excavator (Fig. 20). They definitively
prove the exclusive function of this room as a
high-capacity storage room. As it is surrounded on
all sides by non-storage areas it can be regarded as
an isolated place for the storage of specific items,
for example particularly precious or rare wares, or
of goods which were consumed in large quantities
during the receptions in the nearby central repre-
sentative unit of the palace. Room G can, there-
fore, be designated as a special-purpose storage
area.
Room R seems to have been an open courtyard,
which is important to mention, since there is a
striking rareness of courtyards in the Royal Palace
of Qatna. Only two other courtyards (Rooms O
and BM; see below) are tentatively designated as
such. Hence, the limited number and sizes of
courtyards can be regarded as a characteristic fea-
ture of the architectural and functional structure
of the Royal Palace. Courtyard R has the most cen-
tral position of the (possibly) existing courtyards.
A wide opening in the western wall with two
columns, the remains of which were still observed
by du Mesnil du Buisson63, fulfilled the task of
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Fig. 19. Room F: Lime plastered water basin identified as a bath tub. 
bringing light into Room X and from there into
the adjoining rooms. Furthermore, the ‘two-col-
umn court façade’ is a prominent architectural fea-
ture for Syrian palace architecture in the second
millennium B.C While several examples in the
palaces of Ugarit64 and Ibn Hani65 are Late Bronze
Age in date, this distinctive feature is already
known from the Middle Bronze Age Palace Q at
Ebla66 and, slightly modified with four columns,
from the Level VII palace at Alalakh67. Clearly, the
‘two-column court façade’ being very popular in
the Late Bronze Age was developed in the Middle
Bronze Age in Syria, for which the example of
Room X at Qatna is another piece of evidence.
Room X thus was a porticus-type of semi-open
room giving access to Hall C through Room E, to
the special-purpose storage room G, and to the
large Hall Q in the north. This hall is characterised
by a markedly higher floor level compared to the
rooms south of it. It is equipped with an extreme-
ly hard lime mortar floor containing a high amount
of pebbles and, most strikingly, with a rectangular
installation in the middle axis of the room. The lat-
ter consisted of a round, shallow basalt basin in its
centre, nowadays lost but documented by du Mes-
nil du Buisson68. This is surrounded on four sides
by a rectangular cut in the lime floor (Fig. 21). A
low threshold of wood or baked bricks must once
have been inserted in this cut in order to separate
the inside of the installation from the surrounding
floor of the room. In analogy to the much larger,
but principally similar installation in Hall C this
arrangement is identified as a hearth. The fire
place was contained inside the low enclosure,
while the coal was collected and contained in the
basalt basin in the middle. With regard to the elon-
gated shape and the symmetry of the rooms a sec-
ond similar hearth can be reconstructed in the
eastern half of the room situated, as the first one,
on the east-western middle axis of the room. The
fact that one room contained two hearthes indicat-
ed that this room might have been used for gath-
erings and receptions, in a more private atmos-
phere than in the huge Audience Hall C. This is
based on the assumption that hearths in general
constitute both a social focus and a warm sitting
place throughout Ancient Near Eastern societies69.
This functional interpretation coincides with the
slightly elevated floor level of Room Q. Its position
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64 MARGUERON 2004: 144, 147.
65 BOUNNI - LAGARCE 2004: 57.
66 MATTHIAE - PINNOCK - SCANDONE MATTHIAE 1995: 176.
67 WOOLLEY 1955: 100, fig. 37.
68 DU MESNIL DU BUISSON 1928: 16, fig. 9, Pls. XI.6, XV.1 (pier-
re 15). 
69 PFÄLZNER 2001: 149-150.
Fig. 20. Room G: Storage jar inserted into the clay floor of the room. 
Fig. 21. Room Q: Lime mortar floor with remains of a hearth consisting
of a rectangular enclosure and a central round basalt basin which was
robbed after 1929.
at the northern edge of the palace terrace (from
where one nowadays has a spectacular view over
the Lower City, the northern city gate, and the sur-
rounding landscape) possibly indicates a function
as representative surveillance point of the city and
its environment, which might have added to the
importance of the room. However, this idea is
purely hypothetical.
Access was most probably gained from Room Q to
Corridor V/S linking Rooms Q and F. This corri-
dor opened towards what was probably a small
courtyard (O) within the northern row of rooms.
On the basis of information given by du Mesnil du
Buisson it is possible to reconstruct another façade
with two columns in this courtyard, situated on the
south side of the room and oriented towards Cor-
ridor V. A floor drawing by du Mesnil du Buis-
son70 indicates two column bases (bases 1 et 2),
both displaced by the inhabitants but originally
aligned along the south wall of Courtyard O (Salle
de l´Escalier)71. A further strong piece of evidence
for the reconstruction of a wide door with
columns is the fact that the lime mortar floor of
Room S extends nearly as far north as the southern
border of the couloir within Courtyard O72. This
proves that there could not have been a dividing wall
between Rooms V and O here, close to the columns.
Two meters to the east a rectangular recess of the
same floor indicates the place where the wide open-
ing ended and the bordering wall started. This open
colonnade is the main argument for the identifica-
tion of Room O as an open courtyard because colon-
nades fulfil the function to light up the adjoining
rooms73. Whether there was another wide opening
with a single column from Courtyard O to Room N
in the west is mere speculation.
Room N was originally decorated with wall paint-
ings in Aegean style dating to the Late Bronze Age
I or II A period74. The reconstructable scenes
show a miniature landscape with palm trees, rocks
and grass encompassed in trapezoid panels bor-
dered by spiral and other friezes. A water land-
scape with turtles, fishes and a crab is represented
in another scene75 (Fig. 22). Constance von Rüden
suggested to reconstruct the paintings as having
been attached to the western and southern walls of
Room N. As the room is situated immediately to
the east of the palace well (see below) a symbolic
connection of the water and garden scenes depict-
ed on the drawings and the actual water source
might have existed. Presumably, this points to a
cultic function of Room N.
This idea is supported further by the fact that an
important religious figurine seems to have been
found close by. It is the famous bronze figurine of
a seated deity, now kept at the Louvre76 (Fig. 23).
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70 DU MESNIL DU BUISSON 1928: pl. II.
71 Id. 1928: 15, Pls. II; IV.1bis; id. 1935: 96, Pls. XVII3;
XXII.7.
72 Id. 1928, pl. II.
73 The ‘staircase’ mentioned by du Mesnil du Buisson as
being located in the southeastern corner of Room O (1935,
97, pl. XVI), which was the reason for naming the room
Salle de l’Escalier, could not be found again during the new
excavations. On the basis of du Mesnil’s description one
can assume that it was as a sub-floor staircase which must
have been covered by the floor of the room later on and no
longer have been visible during the use of the palace. In
analogy to simlar features detected in other parts of the
palace (Hall C) during the new excavations, the ‘staircase’
could either have been used as a service staircase only
during the construction time of the palace or it constitutes
the rest of an abandoned stepped foundation wall belon-
ging to the first planning phase G 9b of the palace.
74 See unpublished PhD. thesis of 2006 by Constance von
Rüden, «Die Wandmalereien von Tall Misˇrife/Qatna im
Kontext interregionaler Kommunikation».
75 Preliminarily published in NOVÁK - PFÄLZNER 2001: 183-184;
id. 2002a: 226-231; id. 2002b: 95.
76 ORTHMANN 1975: pl. 399.
Fig. 22. Room N: Fragment of a wall painting showing two turtles;
discovered in the debris of the well-shaft (Room U) but originating from
Room N. 
This discovery was made in the early days of
research at Qatna, even before the excavations by
du Mesnil du Buisson had started, thus unfortu-
nately leaving the exact finding place vague. As has
been recorded by R.P. Ronzevalle77 the figurine
was found in close proximity to the well known
colossal head of basalt kept in the National Muse-
um of Aleppo which was already found in 1894,
but for which a specific find-spot has been passed
down in du Mesnil’s publications78. This place cor-
responds to what is now known to be the corner
between Rooms O, N, and S. Thus, the figurine
might formerly have been associated with the area
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77 Cited in DU MESNIL DU BUISSON 1935: 5, 111. 
78 See DU MESNIL DU BUISSON 1935: 5, 110-111. The place
where the colossal basalt head supposedly was found is
indicated on a plan presented by DU MESNIL DU BUISSON
(1926: 312-313, figs. 26, 30).
79 DU MESNIL DU BUISSON (1935: 110-111) wanted to see a con-
nection between the figurine and the colossal head, which
he had believed to date to the sixteenth or fifteenth century
BC – and the Haut-Lieu (Room F), based on his assump-
tion that this room was a sanctuary. 
80 MATTHIAE, in: ORTHMANN 1975: 478.
81 HEINRICH 1984: 74.
82 NOVÁK - PFÄLZNER 2005: 67, fig. 8.
83 DU MESNIL DU BUISSON 1935: pl. XVI.
84 DU MESNIL DU BUISSON 1930: 147.
of Room N, Courtyard O, or Corridor S79. While
the colossal basalt head is Aramaean in style and
dates to the Iron Age II period, the bronze figurine
is Old-Syrian in style80 and thus contemporary to
the palace use. It may, therefore, have played a cul-
tic role in Room N or the adjoining areas.
Coming back to Hall C, the major internal passage
within the palace leads through the Porte Royale
into Hall B. This hall was denominated by du Mes-
nil du Buisson Salle du Grand Vase without allo-
cating it a specific function. According to the con-
cept of the Thronsaal-Festsaal-Gruppe formulated
by Ernst Heinrich81, Hall B represents the first of
the two functionally distinct units of this palace
scheme, thus being the Throne Room. This idea is
perfectly supported by the discovery in 2003 of a
low platform at the southern end of Hall B (Annex
AY)82, that had escaped the attention of du Mesnil
du Buisson. It can be interpreted as a throne podi-
um. It is situated in a central position at the short
side of the hall which would have come into view
after a right angle turn when entering into the
hall through the Porte Royale. Its position is
unlike the one of the throne podium in Hall 64 at
Mari situated on the long side of the room oppo-
site to the main entrance. However, it can not be
excluded that also at Qatna another throne plat-
form existed at this position opposite to the Porte
Royale where there is an interruption in the line
of orthostats visible on the old plan of du Mesnil
du Buisson (Fig. 1)83. 
As a consequence, Hall A, the room situated behind
the Throne Room Hall B and being – as at Mari –
larger than the first room, must have had a different
function. It was labelled Cour du Trône by du Mes-
nil du Buisson84, in the same way as, 5 years later,
Parrot identified Hall 65 at Mari first as Grande
Fig. 23. Louvre (Paris): Seated deity that is said to have been found in
the northern part of the Royal Palace of Qatna (in the area of Rooms N,
O and S), at the turn of the nineteenth to the twentieth century AD.
installed well below the floor level of the sur-
rounding rooms. Thus, it remains an open ques-
tion whether there was a similar corridor-like
room on top of it on the ground floor level of the
palace. Definitely, the royal scribal office must
have been located somewhere above Corridor AQ
– as Thomas Richter argues – as the cuneiform
texts attributed to such an office of daily adminis-
trative activities were found within the debris that
had fallen into the subterranean corridor. The
tablets had been stored in open bowls within the
former above-ground office room (Fig. 24)90. The
exact position of this office room is difficult to
determine. As the largest quantity of clay tablets
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85 PARROT 1936: 19.
86 PARROT 1958: 111.
87 DURAND 1987: 107-109.
88 DU MESNIL DU BUISSON 1935: pl. XVI. The lack of an ortho-
state indicating a possible door is furthermore supported
by a fotograph published by du Mesnil du Buisson (1935,
pl. XIX.1). The existence of an opening in the wall at this
place must have also been the reason why du Mesnil had
laid out the rails for the wagons to transport the earth at
just this point through the northern wall of Hall A (see the
same photo).
89 PFÄLZNER 2005a.
90 NOVÁK - PFÄLZNER 2003: 151, fig. 15.
Cour85, later on as Salle du Trone86. Applying the
concept of Heinrich, however, it has to be identified
as the Ceremonial Hall (Festsaal), like the one with
the same position at Mari. As far as Hall 65 at Mari
is concerned Durand, on the basis of textual evi-
dence from the Mari archives, came to the conclu-
sion that it functioned as a room for religious cere-
monies, particularly focusing on the kispu-rituals in
connection with the ancestor cult at Mari87. The
same might hold true for Hall A at Qatna, especial-
ly when one takes into account that Corridor AQ
leading to the Royal Hypogeum must have been
accessible from Hall A. This is indicated by the fact
that there was an interruption of the stone orthostats
at the northern wall of Hall A – indicated in du Mes-
nil du Buissons plan (Fig. 1)88 – at exactly the posi-
tion where the Corridor AQ has its southern end.
The direct connection between the Ceremonial
Hall and the Royal tomb complex with its ancestor
cult activities leads to the conclusion that Hall A
might have been used for the more public parts of
ancestor rituals and ceremonies89. Hall A can thus
be identified as an ‘Ancestral Ceremonial Hall’. 
Corridor AQ led to the Royal Tombs which were
located far below the foundations of the palace.
The corridor was covered with a ceiling that was
Fig. 24. Cuneiform tablets found in Corridor AQ with the ceramic bowl in which the tablets had originally been stored in Room AQ2 above the cor-
ridor. 
was found in the middle part of the corridor
between the first and the second internal door and
close to the western wall, i.e. below the dividing
wall with Room Q, the office could have probably
been installed in the narrow corridor-like room
AQ2 above Corridor AQ. This would, however,
have been rather unpractical for such an official
place due to the format of the room. The narrow
room AQ2, therefore, could have once been con-
nected to Room AG in the west as kind of an
appendix. Room AG is a much more plausible
candidate for the royal scribal office with regard to
its size and position. This would mean that the
administrative activities took place in Room AG
while the tablets were stored in the appendix AQ2.
Room AG was accessible, and – if our reconstruc-
tion of doorways is correct – also controllable,
from the small anteroom AV. This room had a con-
nection both to the Throne Room (Hall B)91 and
to Courtyard R, from which the special purpose
storage room G could be reached. The possible
AV-AG-AQ2 administrative unit was, consequent-
ly, very well positioned with regard to important
political and economical activities of the palace. 
The northeastern quarter of the palace is dominat-
ed by a large space (Room BM) which is interpret-
ed as a courtyard which is surrounded on all sides
by smaller rooms. This arrangement follows the
widespread Mesopotamian court-house principle
or Hürdenhaus-scheme that is often included as an
architectural sub-unit reserved for residential pur-
poses in palace architecture92. Based on this theo-
retical consideration it can be argued that this was
the main residential unit of the Royal Palace of
Qatna reserved for the king. In addition, the loca-
tion of this unit immediately above the subter-
ranean Royal Tombs which symbolize the abode of
the dead kings is another strong argument for the
interpretation of these rooms as the residence of
the living king. The residential unit may well have
comprised two storeys that both surrounded the
central courtyard, thus increasing the available
space for the various functions associated with it.
The largest room bordering courtyard BM is
Room CP. Therefore, it can be interpreted as
probably being the main living room of the king.
This hypothesis is further supported by the fact
that it is situated directly above the main chamber
and the equally important southern chamber (see
below) of the Royal Tombs. 
The connection of the residential unit to the cen-
tral representative part of the Royal Palace was
most probably through Room T. This is the only
large room within a network of smaller rooms to
the east of Hall A. They all have been, like the
northern part of Hall A, excavated by the Italian-
Syrian team and are identified by Daniele Moran-
di Bonacossi as magazines93. The main storage
facilities of the Royal Palace were thus located in
the southeastern quarter of the building.
In conclusion, a clear structuring of the Royal
Palace of Qatna consisting of several distinctive
functional units can be identified on the basis of
the presented considerations. These large func-
tional units are: the monumental three-room unit
for representation, audience, and assembly in the
centre of the palace that takes up – as in the case
of the Mari palace – the largest part of the build-
ing; the entrance area in the west; the service unit
consisting of kitchens, water supply, and bath in
the north-west; the interior reception suite (Room
Q) at the northern border of the palace; the
administrative and scribal quarter (Rooms G-R-
AG-AQ2) in the centre north; the royal residential
unit in the northeastern part; finally the storage
wing in the east and south-east of the palace.
5. The palace water supply
One of the most unusual features of the Royal
Palace of Qatna is the palace well (Room U) in the
northwestern part of the building. It was obvious-
ly the only internal water supply for the whole
building and as such played a central role in the
functioning of the palace. The subterranean room
was accessed from the western and central parts of
the palace through the corridor-like Room K
which contained a ramp staircase (see above). The
northwestern area, which probably contained
kitchens, was connected via the small Room AW,
through which the well was also accessible from
Hall C. Through Rooms D and E one could reach
the bathroom F and the central and northern wings
of the palace. Only the eastern storage wing and the
residential wing in the north-east seem to have been
located in significant distance to the palace well.
However, even these areas must have received their
supply of fresh water from Room U as no closer
alternative well was present.
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91 This door was observed and recorded by DU MESNIL DU
BUISSON (1935: pl. XXII.11).
92 HEINRICH 1984: 69, 78-79.
93 BARRO 2003: 84-86; AL-MAQDISSI - MORANDI BONACOSSI 2005: 24.
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Fig. 25. Palace well (Room U): The well house surrounded by the foundations of Rooms F and K after restoration of the foundation walls in 2004.
Fig. 26. Palace well (Room U): The basalt staircase descending into the shaft of the well after restoration in 2005.
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Because of this major importance of the well for
the whole palace it was constructed exceptionally
large in size and was given an extraordinary archi-
tectural design unparalleled in other palaces of
Syria and Mesopotamia. Room U is surrounded on
all sides by high, free standing mud brick walls
which also functioned as sub-floor foundation
walls of the surrounding rooms to the east, south
and west. On the north-side the well house was
confined by the northern outer wall of the palace
(Fig. 25). 
All four enclosing walls of the 11 by 12.5 m large
well house were erected directly on the natural
bedrock, approximately 4 m below the preserved
floor of the adjoining Room F. Starting from the
surface of the bedrock a deep shaft was dug verti-
cally into the ground in order to reach a subter-
ranean water course. The shaft measures 9 by 9 m
in area (in its upper part) and is carefully executed
in nearly square shape and with vertical walls.
Even after seven years of excavating the well (2000-
2006) the bottom of the shaft has still not been
reached94. However, it is expected to lie approxi-
mately 20 m below the former palace floors as pre-
served in Room F. The bottom of the shaft could be
reached by a staircase of basalt slabs (Fig. 26).
The elongated slabs are carefully carved and have
been installed on top of a gradually sloping pro-
jection of the rock that had been intentionally
spared out during the digging of the shaft. The
staircase starts at the top of the southeastern cor-
ner of the shaft, first runs parallel to the east face
of the shaft, then after a right angle turn runs along
the north face, followed up by the western face
after another turn. The fourth and lowest flight of
steps started to appear in 2006 on the southern
face of the shaft, located deep below the entry into
the well house through a doorway in the northern
wall of Room K. The only possible connection
from this door in the middle of the south side of
the well house to the beginning of the staircase in
the southeastern corner must have been a kind of
wooden gallery along the southern edge of the
shaft. Of this, however, no traces remain.
A round megalithic basalt basin with a long, half-
pipe-shaped spout that was found secondarily
deposited on the lower end of the western flight of
stairs throws light on the kind of installations that
can be expected at the bottom of the well shaft (Fig.
27). There, a natural spring can be anticipated the
water of which must have somehow been gathered.
The basalt basin was probably used for such a pur-
pose, with the water being collected in the basin and
from there conducted through the half-pipe spout.
Probably more than one such basalt half-pipes exist-
ed, because the spout on the bassin shows a flute at
its end to which a similar half-pipe with a fitting flute
could have been attached to prolong it.
Similar wells of comparable size and layout are
only known from Palestine: first of all the very sim-
ilar well at Hazor95 and, with a lesser degree of
comparability, the well at Megiddo96. The Hazor
well also has a wide rectangular shaft and a care-
fully installed staircase leading down to the bot-
tom. Its layout is very much the same as in Qatna,
94 NOVÁK - PFÄLZNER 2001: 177-179, figs. 11-14; id. 2002a:
221-225, figs. 10-12; id. 2003: 138, figs. 3-4; id. 2005: 69-
71, figs. 10-12; DOHMANN-PFÄLZNER - PFÄLZNER 2006: 152-
159, figs. 16-21.
95 Hazor: YADIN 1972; id. 1975.
96 Megiddo: LAMON 1935.
Fig. 27. Palace well (Room U): Basalt basin with half-pipe spout found
on the western staircase of the well (in situ). 
Fig. 28. Palace well (Room U): Humid, uncharred wooden beams
resting in wet soil in the lower fill of the well-shaft.
a fact that points strongly to a similarity in date. As
the Qatna well is clearly attributed to Phase G 9,
which is the original building phase of the palace
(Fig. 10), it can be dated to the Middle Bronze Age
II A. It was uninterruptedly in use – as the palace
as a whole – down to the Late Bronze Age when
the staircase was repaired97. Despite different dat-
ing proposals given by the excavators of the two
sites in Palestine, the same construction date
might be assigned to the well of Hazor and proba-
bly even to the one at Megiddo based on their for-
mal analogy to the Qatna palace well. They could
have been used continuously for a comparable or
even longer span of time.
The fill of the shaft of the Qatna palace well con-
tains a variety of highly interesting objects. Princi-
pally, it is filled up with destruction debris of the
palace, datable to Phase G 7b (fourteenth century
BC). The debris must come from the surrounding
rooms and from the ceiling of the well house itself,
probably even from a (hypothetical) room above the
well house on the ground floor level of the palace. In
the upper part of the fill more than 3000 fragments
of colourful wall paintings were retrieved. They
could be assigned to the western and southern walls
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Fig. 29. The Royal Hypogeum: Corridor AQ leading to the royal tomb chambers (on the right), the northern terrace wall of the palace (in foreground)
and the top side of ante-chamber (to the left). 
Fig. 30. The Royal Hypogeum: The ante-chamber (VK), seen from the
end of Corridor AQ. 97 DOHMANN-PFÄLZNER - PFÄLZNER 2006: 152 ff., fig. 20.
ic materials – are to be expected during the future
excavation seasons in the well shaft.
6. The Royal Hypogeum and its inventory
The discovery of the Royal Hypogeum below the
palace in the season of 2002 in Operation G was
one of the most surprising results of the renewed
excavations in the Royal Palace of Qatna. It was
unexpected because no indications for such a
structure had been observed by du Mesnil du
Buisson and no similar complexes were known
from other Bronze Age palaces which would have
suggested such a feature at this point.
The Royal Tomb consists of four chambers that
were cut into the rock deep below the foundations
of the palace. They were constructed at a place
where the bedrock below the palace ends abruptly
in a rather sharp and steep cliff (the so-called Falaise
of du Mesnil du Buisson) that rises some 10 m over
the surrounding flat area of the Lower City, so that
digging could be carried out from the side of the
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Fig. 31. The Royal Hypogeum: Reconstruction drawing of the tomb complex (art by Robert Kinkead) (courtesy of National Geographic Magazine).
of Room N which is situated to the east of the well
house (see above). These walls collapsed and fell into
the shaft. Associated with the Late Bronze Age wall
painting fragments several seal impressions and two
round cuneiform tablets, all dating to the Middle
Bronze Age, were discovered in the debris. This
demonstrates that room inventories covering a
remarkable span of time were present in the palace at
the time of its final destruction at around 1340 BC.
Further down in the shaft charred remains of
wood became more and more numerous, often in
the form of well preserved beams. They must
mainly come from the ceiling of the well house. At
a lower level (approximately starting at 14 m
below the palace floors) wet deposits started to
appear which offer ideal conditions for the preser-
vation of un-charred wood. Roof beams in a per-
fect state of preservation and thin laths, both un-
burnt, have been found and are to be excavated.
With these, attempts at reconstructing the roof can
be made (Fig. 28). Many more wet wood finds –
and probably other kinds of well preserved organ-
rock instead of from above. This position of the
tomb at the edge of the cliff aligns with the northern
end of the palace. For this reason, the grave com-
plex pokes out of the rectangular shape of the
palace. Only the monumental outer terracing wall in
the north encloses the grave complex and conceals
it behind a mass of pisé and mud-brick (Fig. 16).
While rooms of the palace ground floor were built
on top of the subterranean tomb chambers there
seems to have existed an open area or ‘esplanade’ to
both sides of the projecting grave complex and
inside the outer terracing wall.
The cliff had already been in use as a burial site in
earlier times, i.e. the Middle Bronze I period, as
has been demonstrated by the well preserved
Tombeau I excavated by du Mesnil du Buisson98.
Accordingly, the decision to place the Royal
Tombs at the northern edge of the palace was dic-
tated not only by the practical reasons of an easier
execution of construction works at the edge of the
cliff but also by symbolic considerations of
remaining in close proximity to the traditional
burial ground of the elite of Qatna. 
Due to the remote position of the Royal Tombs
with regard to the central representative unit of
the palace a long corridor (AQ) had to be built in
order to connect the two areas directly. Both the
corridor and the grave complex were constructed
in Phase G 9a during the MB II A period (Fig.
10). Consequently, the grave complex was part of
the modified execution plan of the palace (see
above). It was erected in one go as a homogenous
unit consisting of the corridor and the ante-cham-
ber, both built with free-standing walls, and four
grave chambers cut into the rock. 
The corridor starting in Hall A (see above) leads
over a flight of steps downwards to a first internal
wooden door of which the wooden anchoring in
both sides of the corridor walls were still preserved
in charred form. There was a second and a third
door along the 40 m long straight course of the
corridor. This proves that the grave complex could
be carefully locked and that descending to the
grave chambers meant perambulating through a
sequence of four successive doors (including the
front door from Hall A) before climbing down
into the ante-chamber. Shortly before reaching the
ante-chamber and immediately in front of the
outer terracing wall of the palace the corridor
turned at a right angle to the east (Fig. 29). 
Here, it stopped abruptly at the upper edge of the
5 by 4 m wide ante-chamber whose floor lies
approximately 5 m deeper than the corridor floor
(Fig. 30). 
Climbing down could only have been possible by
using wooden ladders which could have been
inserted and removed when required (Fig. 31).
The ante-chamber was enclosed on the north and
east sides with a wall of huge stone boulders, while
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Fig. 32. The Royal Hypogeum:
View into the main grave chamber. 
the south and west sides were formed by the
straightened and smoothed rock cliff. 
At the bottom of the ante-chamber two ancestor
statues of basalt flanked the door that leads into
the inner rock-cut chambers. The approximately
80 cm high sitting statues were found in their orig-
inal position and functional context with offering
bowl deposited in front of them. This indicates
that the ante-chamber functioned as an ancestor
worship room.
The passage between the ancestor statues lead into
the main chamber of the tomb, which is surround-
ed in a trefoil arrangement to the east, south and
west by smaller side chambers (Figs. 31 and 33).
The main chamber contained a basalt sarcophagus
without a lid in which – besides pottery vessels and
an ivory sceptre – bones of three different individ-
uals were found. This evidence, together with
many more bones in other parts of the chambers,
indicates that the grave was a collective burial
place for the royal dynasty of Qatna in the Late
Bronze Age99. Four wooden biers in the main
chamber functioned as additional burial places for
individuals that were accompanied by particularly
rich grave goods. Among them were abundant
amounts of gold and precious stone beads, togeth-
er with a gold broach with carnelian and lapis-
lazuli inlays (Fig. 36), several golden plaques with
figurative relief decoration, a modelled gold hand,
a lion head of amber (Fig. 35), a gold-on-silver foil
quiver sheet decorated with hunting scenes in
relief, and many more remarkable objects100. 
We can assume that the inventory of the four grave
chambers roughly reflects what might have been the
last 50 years of use of the burial place, which exist-
ed – like the palace – altogether for a period of 300-
350 years. The grave inventory of more than 2000
objects at first glance gives a chaotic impression but
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99 See WITZEL - KREUTZ, this volume.
100 See AL-MAQDISSI - DOHMANN-PFÄLZNER - PFÄLZNER - SULEIMAN
2003: 211-218. For the amber lion head see Mukherjee et
al. (in press).
Fig. 33. The Royal Hypogeum: Schematic plan of the four rock-cut grave chambers. 
can be interpreted as an assemblage reflecting a
variety of different activities referring to burial prac-
tices and the cult of the dead. Most objects were left
behind at the place they had been in use at the end
of the active use of the grave complex, so that a
detailed activity area analysis can be carried out.
Storage vessels standing together with medium-sized
bottles and many flat bowls in the northwestern cor-
ner of the main chamber must have contained food-
stuff as a supply for the dead (Fig. 32). This practice
is known as kispu in the Ancient Orient101. Obvi-
ously, the living came into the grave chambers to
dine with the dead, which is demonstrated by
stone benches along the south and west wall of the
main chamber and by numerous animal bones dis-
carded below the benches. The architectural arrange-
ment of the main chamber is characterized by four
columns that supported the roof which can be recon-
structed according to four stone column bases on the
floor of the chamber. This is strikingly reminiscent in
its layout of Hall C in the palace above. As this hall is
identified as the assembly hall in the palace of the liv-
ing, the main chamber of the grave can accordingly
be qualified as the assembly hall of the dead togeth-
er with their living descendants. 
From the main chamber there is a broad entrance,
originally framed by two other columns, into the
southern side chamber. Here, no burials were
encountered. Instead, there was a careful arrange-
ment of calcite vessels along the eastern wall, and
a wooden bed or bench standing near the southern
wall, on which the golden duck-heads had been
placed. In front of the bed was a group of pottery
vessels and animal bones, obviously presented as
food-offerings as part of the kispu-ritual. This
chamber can be qualified as the ‘banqueting room’
of the dead king. It is analogous in position to the
Throne Room (Hall B) of the palace. Both are sim-
ilarily located in a straight line behind the assem-
bly room and both are accessible through a partic-
ularly wide and representative doorway: in the
grave this is the wide doorway between the main and
the southern chamber, in the palace it is the Porte
Royale (see above). These observations demonstrate
that the arrangement of the central representative
unit of the palace (Halls C and B) is both formally
and functionally strongly reflected in the main unit
of the grave (main and south chamber). Thus, the
grave is a ‘palace of the dead kings’ following the
general model of the ‘palace of the living kings’.
The western side-chamber, accessible through a
narrow opening cut into the rock, contains a sec-
ond sarcophagus of basalt, also without a lid.
Here, the remains of at least two individuals can be
determined by their preserved bones – including a
rare skull. Pottery and calcite vessels, a golden bowl,
and bronze objects complement the grave goods in
the sarcophagus. A stone bench on which a wooden
coffin with a burial was placed and covered with sev-
eral layers of textiles was discovered in the same
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Fig. 34. The Royal Hypogeum:
Computer reconstruction of the
burial table arrangement in the
western side-chamber (courtesy
Story House Productions, Berlin). 
chamber, on the opposite side102. This is the only
skeleton within the Royal Hypogeum of Qatna that
was encountered in the correct anatomic order. A
three-string necklace with different kinds of gold and
stone beads was laid on the body of the female dead
close to the waist.
The eastern side-chamber had yet another func-
tion. Here, masses of human bones mixed with
equally numerous discarded animal bones were
found deposited in a thick accumulation on the
floor. Some ceramic offering bowls were put on
top of this heap of bones. This room is designated
the ‘ossuary’ of the Royal Hypogeum. The bones
of the ancestors were brought here, to the eternal
resting place, from the main and western chamber
after the end of the ritual cycle.
In conclusion, the Royal Tomb Complex below the
Royal Palace of Qatna was an area for multiple cul-
tic activities. It is an important place for the royal
ancestor cult as it is the location where the defunct
of the royal family of both sexes and different age
groups were buried. Furthermore, it is the lieu of a
long, multi-stage burial process accompanied by rit-
uals and re-depositions of human remains. Finally, it
is the locality where the dead and the living mem-
bers of the dynasty assembled for common meals. 
7. Interdisciplinary investigations in the Royal
Hypogeum
The well preserved grave inventories that were
found in the four chambers of the Royal Hypogeum
offer a broad perspective for interdisciplinary
research involving a multitude of disciplines, partic-
ularly from the natural sciences. When combined,
they offer the possibility of a micro-level environ-
mental study. This is highly important for gaining
new information on the specific local conditions
within the given burial context. At the same time it
helps to reach general conclusions with regard to
the natural environment of Qatna in the second mil-
lennium BC, more specifically in the time of the fif-
teenth/fourteenth century BC.
Interdisciplinary work concentrated on the burial
table in the western side chamber and on the floor
depositions of the main chamber as well as the
other chambers. A team from the University of
Bristol (UK), directed by Richard Evershed with
Anna Mukherjee and Matthew James as main
researchers, is exploring the ‘chemical map’ of
the grave floor where accumulations of particu-
larly organic-rich material have been deposited103.
Of special interest are lipids to be detected on the
floor as well as in the pottery and stone vessels
which help to determine vessel contents and sub-
stances deposited on the floor. Furthermore,
special and rare materials could be identified by
chemical analysis. At several places on the floor
purple dye could be identified high-lightening
the presence of this prestigious kind of coloured
textile associated with the royal burials104.
Equally interesting is the analytic result that the
miniature lion-head vessel (Fig. 35) was made of
Baltic amber, a material which must have been
travelled by trade-route from the Northeastern
European regions to Syria in the Late Bronze
Age105. 
The anthropological study of human bones is
carried out by Carsten Witzel whose primary task
was to identify individuals, their age and sex, fur-
ther to interpret the scatter of bones in three of the
four grave chambers (apart from the southern
chamber where no human bones have been
found)106. Anthropological examination is accom-
panied by the archaeo-zoological study of the large
quantity of animal bones found all over the tomb
in different contexts. This is carried out by
Emmanuelle Vila (Lyon)107 with the main objective
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103 Cf. MUKHERJEE - JAMES - PFÄLZNER - EVERSHED, this volume.
104 See JAMES et al. (in press).
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Fig. 35. The Royal Hypogeum: Lion head miniature vessel made of Bal-
tic amber.
of identifying the functional context of the deposi-
tion of animal bones in the grave based on the dis-
tinction of the different animal species. This will
help to figure out the nature of food offerings to
the dead and the components of communal meals
in the grave chambers. Archaeo-botanical analysis
of materials from the Royal Hypogeum is focusing
on seeds, studied by Simone Riehl (Tübingen)108,
and on charcoal, studied by Katleen Deckers
(Tübingen). This will add valuable information on
the components of food supply in the grave cham-
bers, and on principles of the food producing econ-
omy of Late Bronze Age Qatna. The palaeo-botan-
ical studies in combination with the archaeo-zoo-
logical studies will thus give clues to the condition
and the ways exploitation of the environment
around Qatna during the time of the burials in the
Royal Tomb. 
Micromorphological thin sections have been
investigated by Christine Pümpin (Basel) and have
lead to the conclusion that several successive floor
levels and phases of use of the grave chambers
existed109. They resulted in micro-depositions on
the floor which are macroscopically indistinguish-
able. These observations led to a micro-strati-
graphical excavation of the floor accumulations
that started in the season of 2006.
Special attention was given to the interdisciplinary
investigation of the burial table in the western side
chamber, opposite to the second basalt sarcopha-
gus, because of the skeleton that was found here in
its original anatomic order (see above), but also
because textile remains had been recognized
macroscopically that were embedded in a complex
cluster of organic and un-organic materials. There-
fore, bio-molecular analysis by Richard Evershed
and his group, botanical examinations by Simone
Riehl, and anthropological research by Carsten
Witzel were combined with an investigation of the
textile remains carried out by Annemarie Stauffer
from the University of Cologne. These investiga-
tions were carried out in situ during the 2004 and
2005 field seasons and were archaeologically coor-
dinated by Heike Dohmann-Pfälzner. Annemarie
Stauffer was able to distinguish seven distinct kinds
of textiles with different weaving structure and dif-
ferent colouring110. They were deposited in differ-
ent layers on the body of the deceased person on the
burial table. The contextual study of the textiles
from the burial table, which are now stored at the
excavation-house of the German team at Mishrifeh,
is being carried on since the season of 2006 by
Nicole Reifarth and Giulia Baccelli. 
The following reconstruction can be proposed as a
preliminary result of the burial table investiga-
tions111: the deceased person, an elderly woman,
was buried in a wooden coffin (Fig. 34). The cof-
fin was separated from the stone table by a layer of
gypsum. The dead body was covered by multiple
layers of cloth and a twig was laid beside it. Most
interestingly, Carsten Witzel could determine that
the dead body must have been heated at a temper-
ature of 200-250o C before the burial. This was
most probably done for reasons of preservation
and hygiene. More investigations will be needed to
fully understand the processes and considerations
behind this practice. Various lines of interdiscipli-
nary studies have to be continued before final and
completely interrelated results on all detectable
characteristics of the materials from the Royal
Hypogeum of Qatna can be reached.
8. Conclusion: Natural environment and the Royal
Palace of Qatna
With regard to the overall topic of the present vol-
ume concerning the interrelation of settlement and
environment at Tell Mishrifeh/Qatna, the Royal
Palace excavations have produced valuable infor-
mation in different respects.
I. An important consideration for the palace
builders was the accessibility of fresh water on a per-
manent and reliable basis. For this purpose an enor-
mous technical and organisational effort was made
to gain access to ground water below the palace. An
architecturally well designed and carefully executed
huge shaft was dug within one of the palace rooms
into the underlying bedrock in order to reach a sub-
terranean water course. This demonstrates how cru-
cial the concern for an independent water supply of
the palace was. It has to be taken into account espe-
cially that one did not want to rely on the option of
a possible Lower City well, even though it could
have been located in close proximity to the palace
and could have been dug out with much less effort,
due to the ground water being much closer to the
surface and easier to reach in the Lower City.
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II. The second environmental feature to which the
palace builders paid tribute was the topography of
the surrounding ground, and especially the local
geology and geomorphology. A decision was made
to build the palace on a high natural terrace of
limestone which raised it above the surrounding
city quarters considerably, in particular with
regard to the Lower City in the north. The local
topography was intentionally utilised to visually
support the importance and power of the Royal
Palace. Furthermore, all foundations were set on
the bedrock, regardless of how many meters of
natural and cultural accumulations had to be dug
through. This can be explained, on one hand, as a
method of guaranteeing utmost technical stability
and durability of the building and, on the other
hand and in consequence of the first aspect, as a
means to symbolically enforcing the durability and
stability of the palace and the Kingdom of Qatna.
This consideration demonstrates the close interre-
lation between environment and politics.
III. Wood was a very rare and hence precious nat-
ural resource even in older periods of the Ancient
Near East. On the back of this fact the extensive
and, seemingly, nearly exclusive use of cedar wood
for the roofing of the rooms in the Royal Palace of
Qatna, that has been preliminarily detected
through the wood analysis carried out by Otto
Cichocki (Vienna)112, is most remarkable. Cedar
beams were found in the palace well, in Corridor
AQ, and in rooms excavated by du Mesnil du
Buisson113. This can best be explained by a direct
access to, or control over, the natural habitat of
cedar trees by the institutions of the Kingdom of
Qatna in the Lebanon Mountains and/or the an-
Nusariyeh Mountains. Such control could have
been based on the regional power of the Qatna
Kingdom. Wood was not only a building material
to be used for one-self but must have also been
one of the major export goods of Qatna, if one
takes the regional influence of the kingdom into
account. Here again, environment and politics
combine, resulting in the political desire to gain
control over cedar forest areas. This is reflected in
the wish to excessively furnish the own palace with
this precious resource for the sake of both archi-
tectural stability and political prestige.
IV. Plants and animals are a factor of the environ-
ment of Qatna which is influenced naturally as
well as culturally. Our analysis of plant material
and animal bones from the Royal Hypogeum and
from deposits in the Royal Palace give us the
opportunity to compare these two functionally dif-
ferent areas with regard to the kind of use of plant
and animal resources. Furthermore, when com-
bined the examinations have the potential to trace
the activities of the palace household and the royal
administration in the field of agriculture and animal
husbandry. This data can be compared to animal
and plant remains from other, functionally differ-
ent, parts of the city of Qatna and from different
periods of the occupational history of Qatna, allow-
ing us to generate a general picture of the regional
exploitation of the surrounding land by the house-
holds and institutions of Tell Mishrifeh/Qatna from
the 3rd to the 1st millennium BC114.
V. Humans are one of the natural components of the
environment of ancient cultures that draw major
attention in archaeological research both as biologi-
cal factors and as cultural agents. While the human
as a cultural agent is prominent in nearly all aspects
of material culture studies, the human as a biolog-
ical factor is more difficult to trace. The human
bones of 17 individuals (minimum)115 from the
Royal Hypogeum are an important source for the
reconstruction of the life conditions, the nourish-
ment, the life expectancy, and the diseases of
humans at Qatna in the Late Bronze Age. However,
this data is representative only for a very limited and
distinguished group within the ancient society of
Qatna, the royal family116. Anthropological data
from tombs belonging to other social contexts at dif-
ferent places within the settlement117 help to com-
pare these results to other classes of the society and
to develop a more general picture of the biological
characteristics of men in ancient Qatna as human
factor of the natural environment.
VI. The procurement of raw materials which are
not present in the immediate surroundings of
Qatna was an important economical concern for
the rulers and traders of this city. Mineral
resources and their import from other regions can
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be traced on the basis of archaeological finds from
the Royal Palace and the Royal Hypogeum. 
Basalt is a material that was not only used for
grinding tools but also as building material in foun-
dations and walls, for example in the western wall
of Corridor AQ leading to the Royal Tomb. The ori-
gin of the basalt must be searched not so far from
Qatna in the regions adjoining to the north (the
Hama/Selemiye region) or to the west (the
Homs/Restan region). Provenance analysis for the
basalt materials are being carried out by Claudio
Mazzoli in order to evaluate this assumption.
More distant resources have to be taken into
account for the calcite vessels of which more than
50 have been found in the Royal Hypogeum118. Pos-
sible provenances of the calcite raw material are
Coastal Syria and Egypt. A mineralogical analysis
programme has just begun at the University of
Tübingen in order to investigate the calcite trade
and calcite manufacturing places of the Middle and
Late Bronze Age. Long distances had to be bridged
to acquire carnelian and lapis-lazuli through inter-
regional exchange. Both carnelian and lapis-lazuli
are well attested as components of jewellery found
in the Royal Tombs of Qatna (Fig. 36). This demon-
strates that the political elite of Late Bronze Age
Qatna valued these non-local and non-regional
resources very highly. Another of these exotic and
valuable raw materials was amber. It is present in
the Royal Hypogeum in the form of a lion head (see
above; Fig. 35), a miniature modelled hand, and
beads. Qatna can be regarded as the place where,
up to now, the highest amount of amber objects has
been retrieved in the entire Near East. Amber was
imported from the Baltic region, while carnelian
and lapis-lazuli came from Afghanistan and proba-
bly India. These raw materials or finished products,
including precious stones and metals, most notably
gold which is abundantly present in the Royal
Hypogeum, were inter-regionally transferred either
by commercial transactions or by gift exchange
between courts119. Regardless of which exchange
model applies, this demonstrates that a broad, in
those days nearly global, exploitation of the natural
environment was in place, organised within a net-
work of cultures of which Qatna was part of. 
VII. The procuration of raw materials from distant
regions must have happened in single, particular
events120, whereas the exploitation of the locally
available raw materials and resources must have
been carried out on a much more regular basis and
systematically organized. The latter materials are
mainly clay, water and limestone. All these
resources were used in huge quantities for the con-
struction of the Royal Palace: clay and water for the
production of millions of mud bricks, limestone as
a basic layer under the mud-brick foundations and
as lateral covering for them. Water must have been
present both in permanent wadis and in a small lake
in the direct vicinity of the settlement121. Clay was
available in unlimited quantities in the two main
wadi beds surrounding the city122, while limestone
could be quarried at the flat ridges to the west,
south and east of Tell Mishrifeh, no further than 1-
2 km away123. This shows that the building process
was in principle perfectly adapted to the local envi-
ronment and to the local natural resources.
VIII. One of the most impressive achievements
with regard to the Royal Palace of Qatna is the
enormous mobilisation of a work force to exploit
the local natural resources that were needed for
the construction of the palace. It was one of the
most voluminous building activities attested for
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Fig. 36. The Royal Hypogeum: Gold broach with crescent shaped car-
nelian and lapis-lazuli inlays. 
in the Bronze Age of Syria and as such needed an
immense amount of building material (see above).
Therefore, the effort of mobilizing a labour force
was fundamental for the realization of such a pro-
ject. These human resources and the instruments
to mobilise them are the most essential link
between the political concept of the rulers of
Qatna and their natural environment.
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